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We want (people) to know that there’s delicious, amazing
beer, and this is the way diey’ie made.
— Brad Llurvitz
U rew (!re\v 1’resK Íent, p sy c h o lo g y s e n io r
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Insom niacU s doors
still closed; future o f
empty space unknown
Liza Manion
MUSIANCi DAILY
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Vice president Jeff Freitas and president Brad Hurvitz will display the beer-making process at the bookstore this week.

Club Uikes beer to another level
Kathrene Tiffin
M USiANC; DAIIY

El C'orral bookstore is a resource many students use to
get their books and other C'al I'oly related items, but this
week the store will also he displaying something else —
beer.
The Brew Crew, an Associated Students Inc. sponsored
club, has set up two seven-gallon glass carboys where the
beginning stages of the brewing process will take place.
“We want to educate people about the brewing process
and we want to raise people’s appreciation for beer,” said
Brad Hurvitz, the Brew O ew president and psychology'
senior.

Hurvitz and vice president Jeff Freitas began working
on approval for the display a few weeks ago. Since C'al
I’oly is a dry campus, the crew had to write a mission
statement explaining what they wanted to do, what the
display would look like, why it would be beneficial to the
campus and get a final approval from C'.al I’oly President
Warren Baker.
“It’s a zyniurgy (the science of brewing) expernnent,”
Hurvitz said.
“A lot of the beer that people drink nowadays is made
in giant factories in huge kettles and very little attention
is paid to them, especially to detail, and they don’t turn
see Crew, page 2

Q u ak e shakes Paso Robles; n o injuries rep o rted
I’ASO KOBLES (AP) — A magni
tude-4.1 earthquake rattled C'alifornia’s
CT'iitral C'.oast Monday night, although
there were no immediate reports of
injuries or damage, authorities said.
The temblor struck at 8:06 p.tn. and
was centered about four miles west of

Paso Robles and about 10 miles southeast not received any calls regarding injuries
of Lake Naciiniento, according to a pre or damages.
The cjuakes were near the location of
liminary report by the U.S. Cieological
Survey. It was followed by a niagnitude- the niagnitude-6.5 earthquake in
December 2(M)3 that killed two women
2.1 aftershock three ininutes later.
and
caused at least $2(M) million in dam
San Luis C^bispo C'ounty Sheriff’s Sgt.
Jason Nefores said his department had age countywide.

InsomniacU is no
more, but why? C^ne day it’s
there, the next day it’s gone, just
like that.
The VHS/DVl) rental store located downstairs in the
University Union picked up and left July of this year, with no
official notice to students.
InsomniacU was locally owned by Lisa Scheideck and her
husband, but they decided to shut it down.
“As a couple, they sold off the DVDs and closed the business,
and made a move to Northern California for job opportuni
ties,” said Michelle Broom, public relations and marketing man
ager for Associated Students Inc.
They gave ASI notice in mid to late spring quarter of 2(K)6.
The Scheidecks owned the business for nearly 4 years, opening
in fall 2(K)2.
Insomniac co-owner John Jones sold Scheideck the business
and let her keep the Insonmiac name, he said.
“It was extremely popular with dorm residents,” Broom said.
She said the store, which was known for having more “eclec
tic” films, was a branch oft of the Insomniac store in San Luis
Obispo located on Broad Street.
As of now, the future of the space is not determined, Bnioin
said.To make a decision, ASI will consider feedback, surveys and
what they feel would be best for students.
“ASI is anxious to fill that space... hut we are not anxious to
fill It just to fill it,” Broom said.

G RE to change in
length, price, content
Kristi OIofTson
Indiana Daily SixniENi (Indiana U.)

BLOOM INGTON, Ind.
— In September 2007, the
(iraduate Record Exam —
the entrance exam for grad
uate school — will increase
in length, price and, for the
half-million students who
take the test each year, work,
said Susan Kaplan, director
of graduate programs for the
K.i^slan Test Prep and
Admissions.
The Educational Testing
Service
detennines
all
changes to the test, Kaplan
said, and it wants the (iR E
to be “a more accurate pre
dictor of success.”
Security and cheating
issues have prompted the
change from a test that often
shares questions from test to
test, to one that will not
repeat questions and will
only be offered on 30 dates,
Kaplan said. Because no
questions will be repeated

from test to test, students
who have already taken the
test will not be able to post
questions on the Internet,
she said.
“The reason they’re not
going to reuse questions is
to address that security
issue,” she said.
The test, currently 2.5
hours long, will extend to
more than four hours,
Kaplan said, requiring much
more stamina from test-tak
ers.
C'urrently, the test is com
puter-adaptive, which means
the computer changes the
question difficulty based on
how a student does on pre
vious questions, but the new
test will not have the adap
tive format, she said. Instead,
it will ask questions at a
variety of levels, hence the
reason for the longer time of
the exam.
“The content is, of
course, focusing on high
see GRE, page 5
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GRE

continued from page I

continued from page I

out as good.” Hurvitz said. “When
people ac tuallv see wliat's going on
in tins earbm. when people see tins
process, part ot our overall goal is
tor them to really appreciate and
kind ot he astounded by what goes
into brewing, riien, they’ll be able
to have one or two great beers a
night like us, instead of several shit
ty beers a night."
1 he two beers will be
Clhampagne Supernova and Blonde
C.al holy Dolly, both named by
Hurvitz
and
Ireitas.
The
Cdiampagne
Supernova
will
include jalapeno peppers and
champagne yeast, which gives it
about a 12 percent alcohol level.
"It's kind o f crazy, but we're gonna
give It a shot,” 1lurvitz said. Itloiuie
('al Poly Dolly is an ale and
includes (^il Poly crops. The fruit,
which was grown on campus, was
donated by The Food Science
Enterprise Project.
I )tiring the time the beer is displaved, the yeast will slowly eat the
sugar at the bottom of the carboy
and the fermentation process will
begin. Each carboy contains five
gallons of beer and will be dis
played until Friday.
” \X,e want (people) to know that
there’s delicious, amazing beer, and
thiN is the way they’re made,”
1Itirvitz said.
“The Brew CTew is an organiza
tion th.it brews beer and educates
the sttident body about how beer is
made and what goes into it and the
brew ing process,” Hurvitz said.
I he club is able to be sponsored
and use school funding because
they do not purchase actual alcohol
with the funds, they just purchase
the ingredients and everything is
made otV-campus, although that
w ill likely change next quarter, said
Freitas, a civil engineering senior.
“ People will pound Natty Lights
like It’s fast food." Freitas said.
“What thev don’t realize is that

PATRICKTRAUTHELD .ML'SIANOUAllY
The two beers on display will be the Champagne Supernova and the
Blonde Cal Poly Dolly, which were named by Flurvitz and Freitas.
beers h,ive a variety much in the
way of food, in that you can have
fast food at McDonald’s or you can
have mamma’s home cooking.
That’s what home brewing is."
The club brews a large variety of
beers and uses everything from
fruits to spices. “You name it, we
make it," Hurvitz said. “Any wild
ingredient that might cross your
mind, we h.ive thought about at
one point to throw m our beer and
make it unique."
The club also donates some of
their kegs to local bars and ask the
bars to give the proceeds to a char
ity of their choice. They recently
gave a keg to Spikes which donat
ed the money to a Parkinson’s
charity.
“We like to bring attention to
dirt'erent bars that are associated
with the Brew ('rew,” Hurvitz said.
Anyone can join the club, but must
be 21 or older to drink.

Membership is $ 1.S per quarter, and
all members receive happy hour
prices anvtime at three downtown
bars: Frog and Peach Pub,
1)owntown Brewing C’ompany and
Spikes.
“ In one heavy night of drinking
at 1)owntown Brew, you’ll save
vourself the membership fee,”
Hurvitz said.
The club meets the first and
third Sunday of every month at
CCentral C!oast Brewing C^i. where
thev have a lO-ininute lecture on
some type of beer and then begin
the brewing process. The keg that
was made that night then takes a
month before it is fermented and
ready to drink.
“They were s.iying that this (the
display) is gonna change the alco
hol policy on campus,” Hurvitz
said. “This is a step, this is an
absolute step, and in my opinion,
it’s in the right direction.”

cognitive and reasoning skills,”
Kaplan said. “Many people are
going to find that to be more dif
ficult.”
Graduate and Professional
Student Organization moderator
Paul Kohwer said the test could
make students look more appeal
ing when trying to get in to grad
school.
“If you’re taking a more difficult
test and you do well on it, it makes
you stand out that much more,”
Kolnver said.
The new test will also focus less
on vocabulary and geometry and
more on critical reading, sentence
completion and data interpreta
tion, Kaplan said.The scoring scale
will also be adjusted to I.^U-170,
instead of the current range of
20ll-H(M), she said, but a scoring
table will help schools compare the
two scales.
I'he writing portion of the
exam will experience a change as
well, she said. The essays a testtaker writes will be available for
graduate schools to read, whereas
now they can only see the stu
dent’s score.

r

“It gives schools another area
they can evaluate students on, so
students will need to make sure
thev re prepared for that section as
well,” she said.
Althtnigh Kaplan said ETS has
n’t determined the new price, the
current price of taking the exam is
Sl.^U and will increase, she said.
Kohwer said he thought the test
would be harder with the changes
but said students could benefit by
taking both the old and new tests.
"Kight now, I would tell people
they should take both tests,”
Kohwer said. "Then you can sub
mit whichever one you do better
at.”
Kaplan’s best advice is to take
the test early and take practice tests
at any of the Kaplan centers
around the country.
"It’s really extensive, and it real
ly does impact every aspect of the
exam,” Kaplan said.
Because of the changes, Kaplan
suggests students try to take the
exam before the upcoming
changes, even if they aren’t expect
ing to go to graduate school in the
near future.
“Scores are good for five years,”
Kaplan said. “ If someone is think
ing of going in a few years, take it
before it changes.”

Yeah, we break news.
With a fist of justice.
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Question of the day:
D id you ever go to InsomiiiacU.^

“I’ve never even heard
o f it, so I never went

■Corie Stranzl
horticulture
junior

“I did because I was a
freshman and poor. It was
cheap and convenient.”

“N o, I never had a
reason to. I download
any movies I want to
watch.”

-Ryan Smith
political science
junior

-Sarah Butler
theatre
sophomore

“N o, I lived in the
dorms last year and I just
watched TV.”

-Erika Dong
nutrition
sophomore

“I have never heard o f
it. I have no idea what
it is.”

-Alex Garcia
business
senior
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Recent sea lion attacks challenge

U P n A T E l) A T T H E S P E E D O F c:O L L E G E LIF E

w w w o m in is t t a m iig d la m lly o im e lt

animal’s cuddly and playful image
the (iolden (iate Bridge from San
Francisco.
ASSO( lAI t l) m i s s
In the most frightening of the
SAN FKANC:iSC:0 — Tourists recent episodes, a rogue sea lion bit
dock to Fisherman’s Wharf for the 14 swimmers this month and
seafood and the stunning views of chased H* more out of the water at
San Francisco Ikty, hut for many San Francisco's Aquatic Park, a
visitors, the real stars are the dozens sheltered lagoon near the bay. At
of playful, whiskered sea lions that least one victim sutTered puncture
lounge by the water's edge, gulping wcHinds.
down fisli.
Now a series of sea litsn attacks
on people in recent months li.is led
experts to warn that the animals are
not as cute and cuddlv as they
appear.
“ People should understand these
animals are t)ut there not to attack
people or humans. Hut thes ’re out
there to survive for themselves,"
s.iid Jim Oswald, a spokesman for
the .Marine Mammal iT-nter across
Marcus Wohlsen

Some scientists speculate that
the animals' aggressive behavior is
being caused by eating fish conta
minated by to.xic algae, or by a
shortage of food otf the coast. Hut
wildlife experts say even healths
sea lions are best left .done
In Southern C^iliforma m lime ,i
sea lion charged several people mi
see Sea lions, page 4

ClobAlWiRElESS
Where <rv«*r you go we k<H*p you cainnecled

EARN CASH THIS WEEK!
i^pinaie models wanted tor a one day
photo snoot Straight fci ward prndurt
shot pays $20/houi Must love icecream

\

HER

l^ |||a« iii innAnagBg!»
MUST RESPOND BY END OF DAY WED.
NOV 29'"T0 PARTICIPATE
Shoot will last approximately 2-3 hours
and food will be provided
Contact Missy for more information:
(805)595-1.363 -or- missv®iiidesign.com

MilSrUnaM«X!(K4IIliiii1IK Otiwtf«aniReiCM

Free Bluetooth headset
or

Free M em ory Card
& stereo headset*

•Mobile*'
authorued deehK

V e n T O iiw ir e le s s

595 Marsh St.

San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

805-594-1326

Learn how to create safer,
more sustainable cities.
Interdisciplinary class

UNIV X339
Disaster-Resistant
Sustainable Communities
Class #7826
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Pope calls for ‘brotherhood’ w ith Islam
Victor L. Simpson
ASMH lAI LP I'RI SS

ANKAKA, Turkey — Pope
Benedict XVI urged leaders of all
religions Tuesday to “utterly refuse”
to support any form of violence in
the name of faith, while Turkey’s top
Muslim cleric complained to the
pontiff of growing “Islamophobia” in
the world.
As he began his first visit to a
Muslim country — a trip that drew
extraordinary security but few
onlookers — Benedict sought a
careful balance as he extended
friendship and brotherhood to
Muslims, hoping to end the outcry
from many Muslims over his remarks
linking Islam to violence.
He expressed support for Turkey’s
efforts to join the European Union,
moving away from opposition he
voiced when he was a cardinal.
But the German pope also ham
mered away at key points of his 18month papacy, telling diplomats that
leaders of all religions must “utterly
refuse to sanction recourse to vio
lence as a legitimate e.xpression of
faith.”
1le avoided mention of any spe
cific religion, even as he decried ter
rorism and the “disturbing conflicts
acrtiss the Middle East.”
Benedict also said guarantees of
religious freedom a*e essential for a
just society, and the Vatican said he
raised specific issues such as property
rights ofTurkey’s tiny 32,00()-member ('atholic community during
talks with Turkish officials.

Wednesday, November 29, 2006

His comments could be rein
forced later during the four-day visit
when the pope meets in Istanbul
with
Ecumenical
Patriarch
Bartholomew 1, the spiritual leader
of the world’s Orthodox Cfiiristians.
The pope is expected to call for
greater rights and protections for
Christian minorities in the Muslim
world, including the small Greek
Orthodox community in Turkey.
The 79-year-old made reconcilia
tion a priority of his first day, taking
on a taxing series of meetings that
saw him needing a drink of water
after coughing repeatedly while
addressing diplomats in the last pub
lic appearance in the evening.
Benedict’s journey is extraordinar
ily sensitive, a closely watched pil
grimage full of symbolism that could
offer hope of religious reconciliation
or deepen what many say is a grow
ing divide between the Christian and
Islamic worlds.
Seeking to ease anger over his per
ceived criticism of Islam, Benedict
met with Ali Bardakoglu, who heads
religious affairs in Turkey, warmly
grasping hands. Benedict sat nearby
as the Muslim cleric defended his
religion.
“The so-called conviction that the
sword is used to expand Islam in the
world and growing Islamophobia
hurts all Muslims,” Bardakoglu said.
The comment appeared to be a
reference to Benedict’s remarks in a
speech in September when he quot
ed a 14th-century Christian emper
or who characterized the Prophet
Muhammad’s teachings as “evil and

inhuman, such as his command to
spread by thy sword the faith he
preached.”
The Vatican described the cleric’s
speech as “positive, respectful and
non-polemical,” applauding what the
church sees as efforts for a true dia
logue between faiths.
On Sunday, more than 25,000
Turks showed up to an anti-Vatican
protest in Istanbul, asking the pope
to stay at home, but on the streets of
Ankara most people went about
their usual business and only a tiny
protest was held outside the religious
affairs office hours before the pope
arrived.
“Today we had the sensation he
was a welcome guest,” said Vatican
spokesman the Rev. Federico
Lombardi.
“All feel the same responsibility in
this difficult moment in history, let’s
work together,” Benedict said during
his flight from Rome to Ankara,
where more than 3,(K)0 police and
sharpshooters joined a security effort
that surpassed even the visit of
President Bush two years ago.
“We know that the scope of this
trip is dialogue and brotherhood and
the commitment for understanditig
between cultures ... and for reconcil
iation,” he said.
Prime Minister Recep Tayyip
Erdogan — in a last-minute change
of plans — welcomed the pope at
the foot of the plane and described
the visit as “very meaningful.”
Erdogan’s political party has Islamic
roots, though the government is sec
ular.

Sea lions
continued from page 3

Manhattan Beach and bit a man
before waddling into the water
and swimming away. In Berkeley, a
woman was hospitalized last
spring after a sea lion took a
chunk out of her leg.
Last year, a group of sea lions
took over a Newport Beach m an
na and caused a vintage 5()-foot
yacht to capsize when they board
ed it. And a lifeguard in Santa
Barbara was bitten three times
while swimming off El Capitan
State Beach.
In Alaska, a huge sea lion
jumped onto a fisherman’s boat in
2004, knocked him overboard and
pulled him underwater; he
escaped without serious injury.
Sea lions, which can reach
1,000 pounds, typically bite only
if they feel threatened or cor
nered. And they are more likely to
flee than fight if they can escape.
Researchers have described the
most recent attacks, in which
some swimmers were chased
through open water, as abnormal
behavior.
Still, with a population num
bering about 200,000 and grow
ing, these playful, social creatures
are increasingly likely to cross
paths with humans.
Sea lions accustomed to the
easy pickings of seafood scraps in
popular fishing areas can become
aggressive toward people if they
fear their food is about to be
taken away, C'iswald said.
The Berkeley attack, for exam
ple, was at a marina where fisher

men dock their boats and feed fish
scraps to sea lions. After they ran
out of scraps, the sea lion turned
aggressive and bit a crew member.
At the same time, a drop in fish
stocks ofT the Southern California
coast due to El Nino-like condi
tions could be driving more hun
gry sea lions than usual to San
Francisco Bay, said Lynn Cullivan,
a spokesman for San Francisco
Maritime National Historical
Park.
Humans could also be con
tributing to aggression in sea lions
in another way: Toxic algae
blooms fed by agricultural runoff
and other pollution can lead to
the poisoning o f marine mammals
by a chemical called domoic acid,
which can cause brain damage.
The Marine Mammal Center
treated more than 200 sea lions
for domoic acid poisoning last
year.
Veterinarians at the center
believe the brain damage caused
by the poison could have led to
the marauding animal’s erratic
behavior in Aquatic Park, Oswald
said, though they cannot be sure
without actually examining the
sea lion.
So far park rangers have not
been able to track the attacker
down. Nevertheless, the lagoon
where the attacks occurred has
been reopened to swimmers,
though with new signs warning
people to stay away from sea lions.
“People who swim with the
lions — though I’m sure that’s
nice — it’s probably not the best
thing to do,” (Oswald said. “It’s a
wild animal. And you want to
keep them wild.”

n 0 6 Big W est Champs
Host Michigan, LSU and Cal
Friday and Saturday
in NCAAUDlleyball Regional Action
Friday
Cal VS. LSU -6PM
Cal Poly vs. M ichigan - 8 pm

Saturday
Regional Finals - 7 pm

Winner Game 1 vs. Winner Game 2
Aii matches in Mott Gym

For tickets call 1-866-GO STANGS
$14 Reserved Chairback All-Session Pass
$12 Reserved Bench All-Session Pass
$10 General Adm ission All-Session Pass
$6

Cal Poly Students, Seniors, and Youth
All-Session Pass
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Briefs
State

National

International

LOS ANGELES (AP) — A
federal judge has ruled that a
portion of a post-Sept. 11 exec
utive order allowing President
Bush to create a list of specially
designated
global
terrorist
groups is unconstitutionally
vague.
U.S. District Judge Audrey
Collins, in a Nov. 21 ruling
released Tuesday, struck down
the provision and enjoined the
government from blocking the
assets of two foreign groups
which were placed on the list.
• • •
FR ESN O (AP) — A former
Fresno Pacific University profes
sor and track coach was sen
tenced to four years in prison for
possessing child pornography.
William Cockerham, 61,
pleaded guilty in August, telling
a federal judge that an addiction
to adult pornography led him to
kiddie porn.
“I did possess (child pornog
raphy) knowingly, but I never
went after it intentionally,”
Cockerham said to judge Oliver
Wanger during sentencing
Monday in U.S. District Court
in Fresno.

NEW YO RK (AP) — The
morning 23-year-old Sean Bell
was shot to death by police, his
grieving relatives did something
that has become almost routine
in such cases: They called the
Rev.Al Sharpton. Within hours,
the longtime civil rights activist
had consoled relatives, held two
news conferences, and begun
organizing a community rally
for the next day. Sharpton has
long been a fixture on New
York’s left-wing scene, and has
been especially vocal in his cru
sade against police brutality
since the 1990s.

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) —
The attack on the small Mustafa
Sunni mosque began as worship
pers were finishing Friday midday
prayers. About 50 unarmed men,
many in black uniforms and some
wearing ski masks, walked
through the district chanting “We
are the Mahdi Army, shield of the
Shiites.” Fifteen minutes later, two
white pickup trucks, a black
BMW and a black Opel drove up
to the marchers. The suspected
Shiite militiamen took automatic
rifles
and
rocket-propelled
grenade launchers from the vehi
cles. They then blasted open the
front of the mosque, dragged six
worshippers outside, doused them
with kerosene and set them on
fire.
• • •
LO N D O N (AP) — Within
the next 25 years, AIDS is set to
join heart disease and stroke as the
top three causes of death world
wide, according to a study pub
lished online Monday.
When global mortality projec
tions were last calculated a decade
ago, researchers had assumed the
number of AIDS cases would be
declining. Instead, it’s on the rise.
Currently
ranked
fourth
behind heart disease, stroke, and
respiratory infections, AIDS is set
to become No. 3, say researchers
in a new report in the Public
Library of Science’s Medicine
journal. It accounts for about 2.8
million deaths every year. But the
researchers estimate a total of
nearly 120 million people could
die in the next 25 years.
Overall, the researchers predict
that in three decades, the causes of
global mortality' will be strikingly
similar worldwide — apart from
the prevalence of AIDS in poorer
countries.

•• •

W A SH IN G TO N (AP) —
In a decision that could roil
Democratic unity in the new
House, Speaker-to-be Nancy
Pelosi passed over Rep. Alcee
Hastings Tuesday for the chair
manship o f the Intelligence
Committee. Hastings, currently
the No. 2 Democrat on the
panel, had been aggressively
making a case for the top posi
tion, supported by members of
the
Congressional
Black
Caucus.
• • •
NEW YORK (AP) — The
Greatest Show on Earth is find
ing no amusement in what it
claims is improper use of its cir
cus trademarks, filing a lawsuit
Tuesday to bring down the cur
tains on a holiday sales pitch by
a beauty products company.
The Ringling Bros, and
Barnum & Bailey circus filed
the lawsuit in U.S. District
C'ourt in Manhattan against
Sephora and its parent compa
ny, the l*aris-based LVMH
Moet Hennessy Louis Vuitton
SA.

•••

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
The black firefighter who was
fed dog food by his colleagues
made an impassioned plea
Tuesday to the City Council,
urging them to override the
mayors veto of his $2.7 million
settlement.
Tennie Pierce filed a discrim
ination lawsuit after a group of
firefighters fed him dog food
mi.xed into spaghetti sauce two
years ago and heckled him for
eating it. An internal investiga
tion suggested the incident was a
prank prompted by Pierces ref
erence to himself as “Big Dog.”

t www.mustangdaily.net |

Bush: V io len ce in
Iraq n o t civil w ar
Deb Rierhmann
A sstx :iA T E i) P r e s s

TALLINN, Estonia — President
Bush said Tuesday an al-Qaida plot to
stoke cycles of sectarian revenge in
Iraq is to blame for escalating blood
shed, and refused to debate whether
the country has fallen into civil war.
“No question it’s tough, no ques
tion about it,” Bush said at a news
conference with Estonian President
Toomas Hendrik lives. “There’s a lot
of sectarian violence taking place,
fomented in my opinion because of
the attacks by al-Qaida causing people
to seek reprisal.”
Bush, who travels to Jordan later in
the week for a high-stakes summit
with Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri alMaliki, said an uptick in violence does
not represent a new era in Iraq. The
country is reeling fitam the deadliest
week of sectarian fighting since the
war began in March 2(K)3.
“We’ve been in this phase for a
while,” Bush said.
The president dated the current
spike to the Feb. 22 bombing of a
sacred Shiite shrine in Samarra, which
triggered attacks and reprisal counter
attacks between the Shiite majority
and Sunni minority, and raised fears of
civil war.
Bush said he will ask al-Maliki to
explain his plan for quelling the vio
lence.
“The Maliki government is going

to have to deal with that violence and
we want to help them do so,” the
president said. “It’s in our interest that
we succeed.”
Directly seeking help from Iran and
Syria with Iraq, as part of new, aggres
sive diplomacy throughout the
region, is expected to be among the
recommendations of a bipartisan
panel on Iraq. Led by former
Secretary of State James Baker III and
former Rep. Lee Hamilton, D-Ind.,
the group is expected to present rec
ommendations to Bush next month.
But Bush repeated his administra
tion’s reluctance to talk with two
nations it regards as pariah states
working to destabilize the Middle
East.
Iran, the top U.S. rival in the
region, has reached out to Iraq and
Syria in recent days — an attempt
viewed as a bid to assert its role as a
powerbroker in Iraq.
The president said Iraq is a sover
eign nation, free to meet with its
neighbors. “If that’s what they think
they ought to do, that’s fine,” he said.
“One thing Iraq would like to see is
for the Iranians to leave them alone.”
The president added that the U.S.
will only deal with Iran when they
suspend their program of enriching
uranium, which could be used in a
nuclear weapon arsenal.
“The Iranians and the Syrians
should help — not destabilize — this
young democracy,” he said.
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Directions for dandng across campus
Sara Hamilton

The Cal Poly Country Line
D ancing Club (CLDC) has lessons
I'wo left leet? Not to worry. No experience and no partner? They’ve got you cov
Thursdays and Fridays. Members meet in
ered. Cal Poly has its very own dance clubs with weekly lessons for folks just like you.
the Architecture building, room 225,
every Friday from 5 to 7 p.m. The club
also has lessons at The Graduate every
other Thursday night at 8 p.m.
For something a little
The next hour-long lesson at The
more along the lines of Graduate is slated for Nov. 30. Students at
“Dancing With the that lesson will learn the ten-step, the
Stars,” check out the
Cal Poly DanceSport
The Cal Poly
Team, a competitive
ballroom dance team Ballroom Dance
that represents the Club holds lessons
school
at
meets every Thursday in
throughout the state. the Architecture
room
For more information building,
on the DanceSport 225, for a fee of
Team’s ballroom lessons, S3. The club will
visit www.cpdances- be teaching the
port.org.
nightclub
twostep on Nov. 30 at
8 p.m. After class,
The Cal Poly Swing Dance Club has
“There is a lot happen
there will be free
two lessons every Sunday on campus for $1 ing off campus, too. Every Sunday at Mother’s
dancing until 10
each. Intermediate lessons are from 1 p.m. to Tavern there’s a live swing band fiom 3 p.m.
p.m. so people can
2 p.m. in the Architecture building, room 225, to 6 p.m., and Madonna Inn has swing music
practice
what
while beginning lessons are 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. from 8:30 p.m. to 11 p.m. every Monday
they’ve learned.
night,” Daum said. “Those are both free
in the same place.
More information
Swing Club president and environmental venues.”
is
available on the
horticultural science student Kimberly Daum
The next Swing Club event will be a
club’s Web site at 5
wanted prospective swingers to know that the styling workshop held on Dec. 2. Additional
www.calpolyballskills learned at lessoas have plenty of oppor information on lessons and upcoming events
room.org.
tunity to be put to use around town.
can be found at www.sloswing.com.
3
z
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waltz and the drifter, which are all couples
dances.
Though all the lessons are free, mem
bership to the CLDC is based on a quar
terly or yearly fee, which includes prepaid
admission to all club events. Anyone
interested in joining the club is asked to
visit www.cldc.calpoly.edu for more
information.
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The Cal Poly Salsa Club
offers salsa lessons to begin
ning,
intermediate
and
advanced
students
Friday
nights. In the Architecture
building, room 225 (the same
place where the Swing and
Ballroom clubs meet) the Salsa
Club has a $5 lesson at 8 p.m.
The lesson is followed by free
dancing, which suits at 9:15
p.m.
“Salsa is the spice o f life!”
said Salsa Club President David
Guerrant. “It will enrich your
college life, your relationships

and your coordination.”
The Salsa Club’s Web site,
www.cpsalsa.com, has a list of
off-campus salsa lessoivs as far
south as Sanu Maria and as far
north as Paso Robles.
“Our classes are for every
body; it’s not really exclusive to
students,” Salsa Club Vice
President Chance Siri said.
“Lots of people enjoy dancing
- students, working profession
als, retirees. It’s a great place to
get together without the club
atmosphere. It’s just a clean
event for a Friday night.”
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“She Captains
oes the term “female
pirate” call to mind
Keira Knightly standing
on a beach jumping up and down
and screaming “Stop it!” at a duel
ing Johnny Depp and Orlando
Bloom? If so, it’s time to get your
hands on a copy of “She Captains”
by Joan Druett. It’s no secret that
pirates are currently a hot topic, but
aside from the everpopular
pirate
wenches, the phe
nomena is strongly
m a 1e - f o c u s e d .
Throughout histo
ry, however, more
than a few women
have violated social
norms to hit the
high seas in search
of treasure. Despite
the odiferous title,
“She Captains” pro-

www.inustangdaily.net |
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vides an intriguing look into not
only female piracy, but female nautical involvement in general.
Druett’s book explores the sto
ries of dozens of seafaring women
stretching from ancient times to
the early 20th century. Although it
mainly looks at the European tradi
tion of piracy, the book also
includes information on female

captains from Asia, the South
Pacific,
N orth
America,
Scandinavia, Africa and the Middle
East. There’s the renowned Anne
Bonny, born out of wedlock and
raised as a boy by her lawyer-father
to be his clerk. After she fell for
the debonair pirate Calico Jack,
Bonny became a full-fledged mem
ber of the crew, even assuming
male dress. Unlike the men, when
she was captured she was able to
avoid e.xecution because of preg
nancy.
The book shines brightest when
Druett discusses the social philoso
phy and stigmas of the times that
often forced women to become
pirates. The ability to wear nonrestrictive clothing and maintain
power over a group of men must
have been extremely liberating in
an era when women were expected
to stay home and control the
domestic sphere. Surprisingly, it
wasn’t always simply a lust for
power or adventure that drove
these women to become bucca
neers.
In most cases, extreme
poverty also played a part.
In
Ireland, piracy
was not only an
alternative
to
scavenging for
food (or even
turning to can
nibalism), but
was also a way of
exacting revenge
on the bounty
of England, their
c o u ti t r y ’ s
oppressors.
Women w'ith no

The book
shines
r
brightest when Druett
discusses the social
philosophy and stigmas of the
times that often forced women
to become pirates.

other viable means of
employment or family
support would often
disguise themselves as
cabin boys and join a
crew.
Even more impres
sive are the ways these
women not only kept
up or surpassed their
male counterparts in
battle and strategy, but
simultaneously used
their femininity to
their
advantage.
Rachel Wall worked as
/
an equal with her
“i n r u m i
pirate husband. They
would
camouflage
their ship to look like
a drifting wreck with
Rachel posing as a
y
lone survivor on deck,
and when another ship
CX)URTK:SY p h o t o
approached to help, the
rest of the crew would Joan Druett’s “She Captains” includes tales
of female pirates who took charge over their
appear, slit their res
male counterparts and ruled the seas.
cuers’ throats and help
themselves
to
the
cargo. In many cases,
mented details about as many peo
enemies were so flabbergasted to ple and events as she does, the book
find their foe was a woman that it would benefit from fewer stories,
gave the women a chance to gain but more fleshed-out accounts.
the upper hand.
Nonetheless,“She C'aptains” effort
Druett often doesn’t take advan lessly accomplishes the diflicult
tage o f the fact that she’s writing goal of being both informative and
about such exciting subject matter,
enjoyable.
Instead o f including as many frag-
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Playstation 3, W ii prices
p lu m m etin g in on lin e m arket
Matt Belliveau
MAVSAI H U SFITS D a IIY C O L IE taA N (U .
M a ssa ( H u s t r r s )

The recent launch of two game
consoles — the I’laystation 3 and
Nintendo Wii — has produced mas
sive hordes of two types of shoppers;
The shopper who is willing to spend
hours in line in hopes of acquiring
one of the (’hristmas season’s hot
new items, and the shopper who
hopes to acquire a console to re-sell
on an auction Web Site, possibly
making thousands of dollars in prof
it.
Recent shortages in the number
of available consoles were expected
to drive the asking price of owners
selling their system online sky high,
but reports have shown that prices
are holding strong.
On the eBay auction site on
Sunday, Wiis were selling for twice
the store price, indicating that sup
plies are still tight. The PlayStation 3
(PS3), meanwhile, was selling for
around $1,5(M), already down about
$1,000 from Friday.
On Monday, PS3 consoles in their
last five minutes t)f auction were list
ed on eBay at prices between $()50
and $ 010 . Some ambitious sellers
had listed consoles at prices .mniiul
$1,.S00 but they had fetched no bids.
“Prices are down now," said Mike

$
-in

Stuppia, media specialist at the Best the U.S. launch on Nov. 17 and has
Buy in Saugus, Mass. “People know said it was confident of shipping 6 '
more are coming out.”
Sony only released 4(M),(HK) for
see Online, page 8
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Acrivisions ‘Call o f Duty 3’ backfires
Kris Anderson
Sp ar tan D a il y (Sa n J ose St a t e U.)

“Call of Duty,” schmall of duty. I’ll
be frank, and yes, you can still be
Garth, “Call of Duty 3” is terrible.
That’s it, end of review.
1 would have more fun burning
insects with a magnifying glass, not
that I’m sadistic or anything. It just
would be more fun than the point,
click, flash of this game.
“Call of Duty 3” feels, plays,
looks and smells exactly the same as
the previous installment for the
Xbox 360.
The boys over at Activision, the
company that produces the fran
chise, must have been watching a
lot of John Wayne movies during
the construction of “ C O D 3,”
because from the very beginning,
the gamer hears horrid voice act
ing, all too much o f it.
The game opens with a cinemat-

ic trailer, in all Its
pristine, next-gener
ation graphics, and as
the scene rolled over
the
gray-toned
French countryside,
I said to myself,
“Gosh, this sure is
purrrdy.”
But a game like this shouldn’t
just be “purrrdy.” It should be so
many things other than “purrrdy.”
It should have added something
new. Activision claims to have
added destructible environments, to
which I say, “purrrdy.”
The back of the box says there
are new “battle actions.” 1 say,
“purrrdy.”
After my tongue began to tire
from all the rolling r’s in my procla
mations of visual awe, 1 wondered if
they actually added anything sub
stantive that would define this game
as worthy of the title next-gen.
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In fact, if this is sup
posed to be the best
World War II simulation
to date, then the fate of
next-generation gaming
currently sits in front of
the firing squad.
But, back to the addi
tions: Activision added a
combat feature that will test not
only the skill of your thumbs, but
their endurance as well.
In one case early in the game, I
rounded a corner, and, like a jackin-the-box, a Nazi popped out and
grabbed my gun. The game then
told me to alternately pull both
triggers, and when the time was just
right (because, when your facing a
real-life Nazi in war torn France, a
little heads-up-display will gently
pat you on the back and tell you
when it’s OK to execute your
enemy), I pressed the Y button and
disposed of my foe.
The back of the box says the
game “brings you closer than ever
to the fury of combat.” 1 said
“purrrdy.”
The whole close-quarters com
bat system is a joke. It really is. It
adds nothing. I want it to go away
and leave me with my sidewalk and
magnifying glass.
My other quite large problem
with this game was the repetition
— a lot of repetition. The repetition
makes “American Idol” look like
the new kid on the block (pun

intended).
1 really don’t understand it. Does
the American public really enjoy
the mass slaughter of virtual Nazis
this much?
1 spent five minutes playing the
game and thought about all the
dead bodies that lay behind me, and
that was just on the trek from the
training area to the first mission.
I began counting.
1 managed to kill 14 Nazi soldiers
in less than two minutes. Fourteen.
Separate one war game from the
other. The point o f all of them is to
kill as many virtual Nazis as possi
ble.
I can only kill so many o f them
before dinner.
Gamers will find the last major
flaw after their first 30-m inute
saunter through Normandy: The
game never changes. Kill, regroup,
assault, kill, regroup, assault, kill —
the first level is the same as the
third, which is the same as the fifth,
and so on.
So let me save you the time and
moola by saying, rent the game, play
one level and grab a magnifying
glass.
It’s tar more fun to channel what
sunlight we have left onto poor
sidewalk ants. By the end of
December, before the rainy season
truly begins, gamers will be stuck
inside with brand new games, and
they will get bored in no time.
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O nline
continuedfrom page 7
million FS3s by the end of
March 2(K)7.
The PS3 console officially
went on sale in japan on Nov.
11, but Sony only made
1()0,()()() machines available on
launch day.
The drop in the PS3’s asking
price may also be attributed to
the rave reviews and lower cost
of PS3’s newest competitor, the
Nintendo Wii.
The Wii costs $250, includ
ing one game, half of what the
cheaper PS3 model costs.
The PS3 is being sold in
two configurations. The more
expensive version has a 60GB
hard drive and Wi-Fi on board
and costs $599. The cheaper
version has a 20GB hard drive,
lacks the Wi-Fi and will cost
$499.
Both versions include a
wireless controller, a Blu-ray
high-quality video disc and a
port so they can work with a
high-definition display. Buying
a PS3 also gives owners free
access
to
the
online
IMayStation Network, where
they can meet and take on
other gamers.
Like other next-generation
consoles, the PS3 offers gamers
much more detailed graphics
than ever before. The IBMdeveloped Cell chip inside the
console uses seven separate
processing cores, which can be
used to make the physics in
game worlds more realistic and
which allowed creators to
enhance the artificial intelli
gence of computer characters.
The PS3 was originally sup
posed to go on sale in early
2(M»6 but prt>duction pix)blems
and shortages of key compo
nents forced a delay. The
European launch of the con
sole has been pushed back to
March 2(K)7.
Stuppia says demand has
been high for the PS3, but
many prospective PS3 buyers
are turning toward the cheaper
and more available Xbox 360.
“Now that people can’t buy
the l*S3, they’re willing to just
pay $4(M) for the Xbox 360 and
move on,” Stuppia said. “Plus,
they’re getting the chance to
play the second-best game
ever, next to ‘Halo,’ ‘(»ears of
War.’”
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POLITICAL COLUMN

Sucxess in Iraq not based on death toll
he modern media seems
to have a morbid fascina
tion with the rising death
toll in Iraq. It is paraded about in
headlines and stories as if that is the
only news worth reporting from the
entire conflict. Even The Tribune,
San Luis Obispo’s very own news
paper, continually updates a running
death tally.
During previous conflicts, the
media reported on the successes of
the soldiers with casualties referred
to as a tragic consequence. Now it
seems, death tolls make the headlines
and successes are portrayed as tem
porary and fragile. The number of
American dead (2,875 as of Nov. 27,
2(X)6) is often touted as one the
main reasons that the war is going
wrong.
This idea that the death count is
an indication of the success of a war
is completely absurd. If that were the
case, then the Civil War and WWll
would be our two biggest failures
since the death tolls reported by
CNN are 498,332 and 405,399,
respectively.
We all know that death is a tragic
consequence of war, but the success
of war can only be measured by the
degree to winch we have achieved
our goals. The Civil War saw the
death of nearly a half of a million
American soldiers, but those fallen
heroes contributed to the preserva
tion of the Union and the abolition
of slavery. It took many years, but the
South has completely embraced
American freedom and democracy
since the Reconstruction.

T

Then WWII saw
tyrannical dictator
ships attempt to con
quer and subjugate
their
neighbors.
America could have
easily not committed
any troops to the
fight
and
over
40(),(K)0 Americans
would not have died.
Instead, Franklin D.
Roosevelt led our
forces against the
evils of fascism and
Nazism and turned
our former enemies
(Germany, Italy and
Japan) into some of
our closest allies. The
Marshall Flan for
rebuilding Europe
helped this process
and finally ended in
1951, a ftill six years
after the end of the war in 1945.
Measuring the success of these
two wars based on death tolls is
ridiculous. They are considered suc
cessful only because they each
achieved their objectives of ending
disunion, slavery, fascism and
Nazism. Achieving those goals was
the primary focus and sole mea.sure
of success.
Fast forward to October of 2(K)2
when the US Senate and House of
Representatives both overw'helmingly supported the Iraq war, 77-23
and 296-133 respectively. With th.it
support. Bush attacked in March of
2(K)3 in response to constant hostili-
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ties, non-compliance with many
UN resolutions, crimes against
humanity, terrorist connections and
the past use of weapons of mass
destruction.
Many of our initial objectives
have already been achieved as
Saddam has been removed from
power and brought to justice by a
fair trial that he wouldn’t have
granted to his own citizens. A free,
democratic government has been
formed in the place of the Stalinistfashioned Baath Party and is now
working with the various sects to
ensure a lasting peace. The vast
majority of Iraqis live peaceful, pro
ductive lives in a recovering country.

while a few hotspots of violence
account for most of the news cover
age.
With much of the work complete
and Iraqi forces poised to take over
the rest, it is not surprising that we
may reduce troop numbers in the
next couple of years. Make no mis
take about it; this process has noth
ing to do with political elections at
home or death toll abroad. Bush has
learned from historical precedents
that the only way we can lose is if
we quit, and he has no intention of
retreating. Pundits criticize him for
ignoring media opinion and its por
trayal of progress, but this is his
greatest a.sset.
As the leader of this country, he
needs to keep our focus on the over
all objectives, not the individual
tragedies. That is not to discount the
life of any individual soldier, but to
elevate the ideals for which they
fought.
Lincoln understood what it took
to win a war and we need to
remember his immortal words,
“Always bear in mind that your own
resolution to succeed is more
important than any one thing.” If we
can ignore the pessimism and
remain committed to victory in
Iraq, w'e will not fail.
Matt Busfmum is a rin7 cnijinccrint’
senior and Mustanti Daily politkal
columnist.
He maintains an open dialoiptrc until
readers about this column and all previ
ous colnnnus in the forum section cifmttstanj^daily.net.
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The dark underbelly o f YouTube .
Brian Pierce
D aily I u i n i (U. I u in o is )

From Anuzon.com to Google,
fitim Wikipedia to the blogosphere,
our society has been rocked by one
Internet phenomenon after another.
The most recent of these is
YouTube.
I am not among the first (or even
the first few thousand) to note that
the Internet acts to decentralize
information from the elite to the
masses. It was only a nutter of time,
then, that some Web site would do
for video what Napster did for
music, or what any number of sites
did for plane tickets and hotel
rooms.
But YouTube differs fixnii its fore
bears in important and portentous
w’ays and has the potential to change
the world not alw.iys for the better.
YouTube has played a central role
in many of the stories that have
dominated the headlines in recent
weeks, and many an unknown or
underappreciated soul has found
fame on its cluttered pages. But so
too have careers been destroyed and
names been tarnished.
This is not altogether a bad thing.
When soon-to-be-former Virginia
Sen. Geoi^e Allen was caught on

tape at a rally insulting an audience the fingertips of millions of
member with the racial slur “maca- Americans across the country. In a
ca,” I rejoiced.The event spurred the political age already derided for its
downfall of the once presidential dirtiness, we must ask ourselves if
contender’s campaign and laid bare YouTube further discourages good
the u{|^y underbelly of Allen’s good potential candidates ftom running.
ol’ boy persona.
And will those who do run be
forced to lose any
And
when
police officers
sense of spontane
ity, making politics
repeatedly and
YouTube differs
become
more
apparently
from its forebears
rehearsed than it
u n n e c e ssa rily
already is?
stunned a UCLA
in
important
and
We must ask
student with a
whether a police
taser, YouTube
portentous ways
force can ade
helped remind
and
has
the
poten
quately protect us
law enforcement
if it is scared to
across the coun
tial to change the
exert any force in
try that they
world
not
always
a
world where an
now live in an
unfairly
edited
age of height
for the better.
video clip can ruin
ened account
a career.
ability.
We must conBut
while
those like me can revel in seeing a front the reality that the power of
sleazy GOP candidate fall down, or information now belongs to everycelebrate a tool that encourages body and consider what responsihilpolice restraint, these events should ities that power begs of us.
still give us all pause.
While no instrument that gives
We must ask ourselves what will voice to the voiceless can be a had
happen to the world of politics thing, we must also reflect with
when every candidate knows that humility that those out there w-ho
every moment on the campaign, and are impeccably credentialed and
plenty of moments off it, will be at expertly trained deserve to be lis

tened to perhaps more than the rest
of us.
We must ask whether we want to
live in a society where we are judged
by the worst thirty seconds of our
lives. By now everybody is aware of
Michael Richards’ racially charged
outburst at a comedy club. Richards’
words are by no means excusable,
but it is entirely possible that his
problem has less to do with racism
than with rage. Caught in a moment
of unbridled anger and knowing
nothing about his hecklers but the
color of their skin, he may have
hurled the most hurtful words he
could think of. In any case, he will
forever be condemned as a racist
whether lie deserves it or not.
In the 195(K, as a nation confix>nted the specter of the brut.illy
oppressive Soviet Union, (ieorge
Orwell wrote in his famous novel
“ 1984” of a world where the gov
ernment observes every citizens’
actions, no matter how private. And
while we may still rightfully worry
that Big Brother exists in the form
of George W. Bush and Alberto
Gonzalez, we must also consider
whether we live in a world where
Big Brother is you, is me, is your
neighbor, is all of us.
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Anderson named Big
West Player o f Vifeek
Gd Poly’s senior point guard put
up 14 points, (bur assists and
five steals per game last week.
M’OKIS l\K>KMAIION KFI’OKr

Senior guard Sparkle Anderson’s
explosiveness guided C'al Poly to two
wins and earned her llig West
Women’s Basketball Player of the
Week honors for the period ending
Sunday.
In a 71-5‘> win against San Jose
State on Nov. 20, Anderson tallied 10
points and added three assists. In Cal
l\>ly‘s 77-75 overtime victory at
Portland on Saturday, she established
a new career high with nine steals.

which is the top mark by a Cal Poly
player this season. She also sank 7 of
11 attempts troni the held and fin
ished with 1S points.
For the week she averaged 14
points, five steals and four assists per
game, while posting a .524 shooting
percentage that included a seasonbest single-game high of .636 against
Portland.
Anderson was the only Mustang
to score in double digits in both
games last week. She’s the first
Mustang to earn the honor since
departed senior Michelle Henke
took the award for the week ending
Jan. 23.

Raiders replace O -coordinator
TEs coach John Shoop will take
over the NFCs last-ranked ofiense.
Josh Dubow
ASS(H lATFO PRESS

The Oakland Raiders replaced
offensive coordinator Tom Walsh
on Tuesday, promoting tight ends

iw
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coach John Shoop to take charge
of the team’s struggling offense.
Walsh is a close friend of coach
Art Shell, having served as his
offensive coordinator during
Shell’s first stint as Raiders coach.
But Walsh had been out of the
NFL since being fired with Shell
after the 1994 season.

Field H ockey
continuedfrom page 12
Cal Poly’s Hannah Hartnett made
the first goal and the Gauchos
matched it. After a second goal was
made by Cal Poly’s Emily Kirwan,
the Gauchos scored and the game
was tied at 2.
The game went into strokes —
similar to penalty kicks in soccer —
and five alternating strokes were
taken by both teams.
Cal Poly goalkeeper Adele
Schopf managed to stop two shots
and called out an illegal first shot
due to a technicality. Cal Poly won
4-2 to advance to the championship
round.
C'oming from a long first game,
C’al I'oly then played the previously
undefeated Aggies ofUC^ l),ivis.
Cal Poly head coach Cdiris Fuller

gave the team a pep talk before the
game about mental toughness that it
needed to make big plays at the
right times and to work hard until
the game’s conclusion.
At first UC Davis had the advan
tage when it scored late in the sec
ond half.
With 15 minutes left in the game,
Hana Michaelis shot the ball from
the top of the 16-yard line to tie the
game and the Mustangs went into
overtime for a second time.
Within the last two minutes of
the game, Flartnett took Fuller’s
advice and shot in the game-win
ning goal. C^al Poly won the cham
pionship against UC Davis by a
score of 2-1.
According to Hartnett, the refer
ees after the game commented that
the game was one of the most
intense they have seen.
“We went especially crazy after

the game ended,” Hartnett said. “We
couldn’t believe we won. We
jumped up and down on the field
for five to 10 minutes straight.”
During the regular season. Cal
Poly tied Chico State 1-1, lost 2-0
to UC Davis, beat UC Irvine 8-0,
beat UC Santa Barbara 2-0, beat
Chico State 3-0, beat UC Davis 32, lost 5-4 to UC Irvine and beat
UC Santa Barbara 2-0.
Follett said she is going to miss
playing in the club and all her team
mates. The team will also lose five
other senior players — Juimy Kuo,
Katie Miyashiro, Hana Michaelis,
Ashley Ogle and Sam Rider.
Fuller is optimistic about next
season and said even though there is
a huge generational gap between
the team, the freshmen players are
skilled.
“I expect to win five (champi
onships) in a row,” Fuller said.

Nolan defends call to kick field gpal in loss
The 49ers’ head coach opted to
boot a Held goal on a crucial
fourth-and-inches in a 20-17
loss at St. Louis on Sunday.
Greg Beacham
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Although Mike Nolan isn’t too

happy with a few calls that have
gone against the San Francisco
49ers recently, he stands by the call
he made near the conclusion of
their loss to the St. Louis Rams.
Nolan still believes he made the
correct decision to kick a field goal
on a fourth-and-inches from the
St. Louis 6 with less than 4 minutes
left, putting San Francisco ahead
by four points Sunday. The Rams
drove for a touchdown in their 2017 victory, snapping the Niners’
three-game winning streak and
dealing a blow to their unlikely
playoff hopes.

The decision was a hot-button
issue for San Francisco fans, but
the players also stood behind their
coach’s caution.
After all, this young team is still
learning how to play well enough
so that such small decisions aren’t
such a big deal.
“Looking back now, you can say
obviously we should have gone for
it,” quarterback Alex Smith said
Monday.“You’d like to sec us get it
in (the end zone), but at the time,
I think you have to kick it. You
have to make it a four-point
game.”

I

NEEDS AN “UNDER FOUR” REMINDER.

DRINK RESPONSIBLY.

M O S T C A L PO LY S T U D E N T S DRINK UND ER FO U R D RIN K S IN ONE S ITTIN G
m essage brought to you by Cal P o ly students based on a survey of Cal P o ly s

iNDERi7, r i
www.under4.com
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Sports
don’t have to tell yon where I’ll be
when the match begins Friday night.
Everybody who considers them
continued from page 12
selves a Call Poly sports tan should be
rburnanicnt contest this weekend.
This is easily the biggest event at Mott Gym this weekend. I5e you a
hosted by ('al I’oly in years, and I Mustang Maniac, an aerospace engi
neer, a Musty the Mustang wannabe,

Frankly

a fifth-year senior or a freshman, you
should don the green and gold and
prepare for an epic clash. Whether
you like volleyball or don’t, it will be
an event to see.
The Mustangs have made it look
easv over the last two months. Since

iN e lir |9 o ik

Cro.ssword

Edited by Will Shortz

No. 1018

1 o 3
11 12 13
42 1960’s T V hit
74 Some conifers
whose last word 75 Brood QiverD
14
completes the
answers to the
DOWN
17
nine italicized
Wonder
clues
14 Yowl
Hombre s home
45 "Jungle Book"
15 Hail
Radio part
star, 1942
Driver, e.g.
16 Flowers
46 Online chortle
About a yard, at
17 Jacob’s brother 47 "To a
Scotland Yard
18 Pace
Waterfowl” poet
Phillips.....
48 High-flier's org/?
19 Proceeded
Academy
20 Title fellow in a 50 Cabernet, e g
Figure in a star1971 #1
52 Displays 1-Down
spangled hat
McCartney hit
53 1941 Stanwyck/
8 High point of a
22 Amorous
Fonda comedy,
European trip*?
alcoholic in “The
with “The"
Vermont
ski
Philadelphia
56 Mr Television
town
Story"
60 One of TV's
24 Was a parasite
Addams family 10 It hangs under
56 57 58 55
the chin
27 County north of 64 Locale of 1869’s
11 Rink move
Limerick
é4
Golden Spike
12
Part
of
a
boast
31 P, to Plato
65 Polio vaccine
of Caesar
?Ó
developer
32 Egg
13
Put
DlipD
68 Garden party?
36
studies
21 “Paride e d ___” 73
Qnodern college 70 Big rig
QBIuck operaD
majorD
71 Incessantly
Puzzle by John Farmer
23 Punch line to
38 Blood type syst 72 12-point type
37 Weekend T V
51 Practice
61 Lights-out
“What’s the
40 Has
with
73 Feds
lexicography
staple since ’75
signal
longest
62 Blue-pencil
sentence in the 39 White House
54 “The Boy Who
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
English
63 Tour de France,
Cried W olf
fiscal grp.
writer
language?"
eg
A L K A
S L A V ■ P L 0 R A
41 Brings home
66
Young Darth
25
“My
Three
55
Sells
L A N G
H A L 0 1 L E M 0 N
Vader's
Sons”
43
Major
employer
56 Essential
1 T E R
E X C 1 T A T 1 0 N
nickname
housekeeper
in Detroit
C E L E B
A L 0 T
T K 0
57 Any thing
67
Old Texas rice
26 Vagabond
44 Yens
E X T E R M 1 N A T 0 R
58
Inadequate
grower
of note
27 100-lb units
T E A R
S U B W A Y
49
Boxer
Laila
69
Big
mouth
59
Dilute
28 Actress Lindsay
ip 0 R T E R S
T 1 R E S
E
29 Bio 101 subject
1 R E
C E E
S N E A D
30 Brer Rabbit
For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, SI 20 a minute; or, with a
0 N E A M
E X T R A C T 0 R
taleteller
credit card, 1-800-814-5554
L A N C 1 A
E E R 0
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
33 Chekhov title
E X T R A D 1 T 1 0 N S
crosswords from the last 50 years 1-888-7-ACROSS
character
D A S
E R 1 E
S N A 1 L
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
34 Open, as a
A T K A
E X P 0 S 1 T 1 0 N
toothpaste tube past puzzles, nytimes com/crosswords 334 95 a yearD
Share tips: nytimes com/puzzleforum Crosswords for young
K E A N u 1 z 0 R A
G E E K 35 Christopher
solvers: nytimes com/learning/xwords
E S T 0 P 1 Y U R T
E R S E
Robin’s creator
ACROSS

n

1 "Back in Black”
rock band
5 Tablelands
10 Diner cuppa

r
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Sept. 19, the squad is 15-1 and has
won its last five.
In tliuse 16 matches, the Mustangs
have only lost eight of the 55 games
they’ve played. Flowever, the
Mustangs will be put to the test this
weekend.
1)espite the No. 15 seed. Cal Poly
has a tough group of teams in its pod.
Assuming tial Poly defeats Michigan,
waiting m the second round for the
Mustangs would be either CLil or
fSU. C'al Polv is ranked No. 14 in the
American
Volleyball
C'oaches

Association/C'ollege Sports TV poll,
C'al is No. 15 and LSU is No. 1().
This weekend will certainly be a
challenge for the Mustangs, but for a
team with numerous wins against
top-25 caliber teams, it’s possible we
could see Cal Poly in the round of
16.

This weekend is just the begin
ning.The road to an NC^AA title ends
Dec. 16 in Lincoln, Neb.
CLin C'al Poly put together a cham
pionship run? I’ll start writing the
screenplay if they do.

Sharks shut out Blues, 2-0
his second shutout of the season
and the San Jose Sharks beat the St.
Vesa Toskala stopped 29 shots for l.ouis Blues 2-0 Tuesday night.
Ryane C'lowe got his third goal
and joe Pavelski added his second
for the Sharks, who have won three
T o d a y ’# S o u u t i o n #
straight and five of six.
Manny 1 egace made 25 saves for
6 1 9 2 8 7 5 3 4
the Blues, who have totaled one
3 5 2 9 6 4 8 1 7 goal the last two games. St. l.ouis
8 7 4 5 1 3 2 9 6 mustered one shot on three power
1 8 7 6 4 9 3 2 5 plays and is in a 2-for-41 slump the
2 3 5 8 7 1 6 4 9 last 13 games.
San Jose’s Mike Crier banged his
4 9 6 3 2 5 7 8 1 head hard into the boards in front
5 6 1 4 3 2 9 7 8 of the San Jose bench with 7:11 to
play after his skates became tangled
9 4 3 7 5 8 1 6 2
with the Blues’Jeff Woywitka.

SSSOl lAll I) I'RI SS
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7 2 8 1 9 6 4 5 3

Guess Who*s Coming
to Cal Poly?

O lU B A M % \it)R K S
ANñlíiÁf'inrv sKc;-

Nov 30th
11am - 12pm
Spanos Theatre

acm.calpoly.edu

CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED
STUDENT NEIGHBORHOOD
ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
(SNAP) WORKER
Temporary, Part Time Position
Open Until Filled
$11.40 - $12.80/Hr. WORK
SCHEDULE: 8:30 p.m. - 2:30 a.m.
Thurs., Fri., & Sat. SNAP staff act
as first responders to general
noise complaints throughout the
City and resolves the incident.
EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS:
MUST BE: enrolled at Cal Poly or
Cuesta and carrying a class load
of 9 units or more; have an overall
GPA of 2.0 at the time of
application: be at least 18 years
old; free of misdemeanor or felony
convictions (Misdemeanor
citations may be excepted on a
case-by-case basis); able to
communicate in an enforcement
setting, understand oral and
written instructions and possess a
valid CA class “C ” driver’s license.
Apply at www.slocity.org
City of San Luis Obispo.
990 Palm Street.
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
805-781-7250
Coding Job
Cutting-edge AJAX development
jobs available. Part time:
paid Senior project opportunities
available. jobs@iFixit.com
(URL available online)

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

HOMES FOR SALE

Research Candidates

San Luis Arco AmPm looking for
bright, friendly, reliable CSR's!
Close to campus, flexible sched
ules! 784-0700

Electra Beach Cruiser Adorable,
mint condition. 3-speed Rosie
Style Electra Beach Cruiser.
$200 (805) 32a8017
(picture online)

Free list of all houses and
condos for sale in SLO.
Call Nelson Real Estate
546-1990 or email
steve@slohomes.com

PIANO, MUSIC
1964 Kawai studio upright piano
in SLO. black, plays beautifully,
perfect for the serious music
student. $2100. See
http:// www.piano4saleinslo.com.
(805) 234-7200
(picture, email, + uri online)

Job Transfer Forces Sale
Built in 2005; 3BR-f2BA home in
A. G. Single level; shows like a
model. Beautiful kitchen, dining
room, living room. 10 ft. ceilings.
Tile and carpet. All the latest
colors & style. $509,000.
Submit all offers. (805) 489-8800
(picture available online)

CMRG is actively looking for
Research Candidates to
participate in a clinical trial. If you
are 18 years or older, diagnosed
with a Sinusitis Infection and have
had symptoms longer than 7 days
and less than 28 days with two
of the following: Facial Pain.
Purulent Nasal Discharge, Frontal
Headaches, Maxillary Dental Pain,
or Fever, you may qualify for this
clinical research study. Please call
Coastal Medical Research Group
at 805-549-7570
for more information.
Time and travel may be
reimbursed for qualified patients.
Research Candidates

Coastal Medical Research Group,
Inc. is conducting a clinical
research trial for participants with
Candidiasis. Are you 18 years
of age or older? Do you have
vaginal itching, burning or
irritation? You may qualify to
participate in this research study.
Qualified participants will receive
study related medical exams,
investigational medication and
reimbursement for time and travel.
Call for more information:
Coastal Medical Research Group.
Inc. 805-549-7570

Research Candidates

CMRG is actively looking for
Research Candidates to
participate in a clinical research
study. If you have chronic lower
back pain for at least 3 months,
you may qualify to participate.
Participants must be at least 18
years of age and require use of
anelgesics (i.e. aspirin or non
steroidal anti-inflammatory) at
least 4 times a week. Qualified
participants will receive studyrelated medication, exams and lab
tests. Please call Coastal Medical
Research Group at 805-549-7570
for more information.
Time and travel may be
reimbursed for qualified people.
Modeling Opportunities at
davidschoen.com in Art. Beauty,
and Magazine Print Projects,
e-mail david@davidschoen.com
or call (805) 471-0875

Hi-end Toshiba Laptop with
complete Adobe Creative
Suite- CS2 (Photoshop. Illustrator,
GoLive, Acrobat,...) $925
Call Ken (805) 781-0960
Brand New MacBook Pro computer
still in box -f 4 year warranty!
Only $2450! Contact Bryan ASAP
(805) 234-2729
Classified Ads Website
www.mustangdaily.net

HOMES FOR SALE

RENTAL HOUSING

5 Bdrm house for sale + 2.5
acres... includes BARN & Corral
& Mini-Vineyard. Close to Cal Poly.
$689,000 (805) 441-6908

Room Available - Luxury House
Room available in two story house
- 581 Stoneridge Rd. SLO $650/
mo. pets OK (805) 624-5177

2 - 4 BEDROOM HOMES.
NEW & OCEAN VIEW.
365K - 625K. Agent/ APS
Brenda (805) 801 6694

ANNOUNCEMENTS
SKYDIVE TAFT
100% ADRENALINE RUSH Tandem
& AFF Excellent Safety Record
Student Discount
www.skydivetaft.com
(661) 765-5867
World Aids Day
Student Global Aids Campaign
“U.S. Fails to Fulfill Promises"
Photomontage campaign
UU Plaza ll-3 p m
for more info:
ra iset he re s pect@gma iI.com

LOST AND FOUND
REWARD: Lost Tl 89 Calculator
Call Joe at (805) 234-3934
Missing anything?
Lost and Found ads are FREE

M u s t a n g D aily
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Stock rises in young Cal
Poly men’s basketball team
The Mustangs’ preseason all
conference senior forward lets
his play do the talking.
Devan McClaine
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TUESDAY NIGHT IN MOTT GYM
The Cal Poly women's basketball team lost 64-62 to Loyola Marymount (4-3) to fall to 3-3
on the season. Senior forward Jessica Eggleston led the Mustangs with 15 points. For a
full recap of the game, which ended just before press time, see Thursday’s Mustang Daily.

MUSIAN(. DAIIY

TONIGHT IN MOTT GYM

1)erek Stockalpcr has seen his share
of ups and downs.
The C'al Poly men’s basketball
team’s 6-foot-.5 senior forward has yet
to strike a balance between personal
and team success. Although he was
named to the All-liig West
(Tinference First Team last year, he
a*
has yet to
^ e .X p e r i ence a
¡winning
season at
Cal Poly.
“Sure, (the
‘awards) are nice,
‘but at this point 1
•just want to win,’’
^Stockalper said.
The Mustangs
have taken the first
steps to ensure that
S to c k a lp e r
2
will
not
^end
his
career on
:a
sour

m

ü
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The Cal Poly men’s basketball team hosts Division III Occidental (2-3) at 7 p.m. The
Mustangs (3-2) are coming off a 72-59 win over St. Mary’s on Sunday.
note, starting the year with a 3-2
record, C'al Poly’s best start since the
2()03-()4 season.
C'al Poly has continually gotten
better since a rock-bottom 5-22 sea
son in 2004-05 in which Stockalper
redshirted.The Mustangs were 10-19
last year.
“That was a tough year, we had no
team chemistry and it only gets worse
when you lose,’’ Stockalper said of the
five-win season.
C^onversely, Stockalper describes
the current Mustangs squad as a
close-knit, hard-working group in
which “everyone knows their ix^le.’’
Stockalper’s role on offense may
decrease this year.
Fie averaged 12.9 points and 6.7
rebounds per contest last year, but will
not be relied upon as heavily this sea
son with a deeper fixintcourt and
more balanced scoring attack.
“We need consistency and leader
ship fmm Derek,” C'al Poly head
coach Kevin Bromley said. “We need
to know he’s going to show up every
night.”
Bmmley also hopes that Stockalper
will also have a noticeable impact on
the Mustangs’ blossoming young
front line, which features players like
sophomore forward/center Titus
Shelton, junior power forwards
Dreshawn Vince and Matt Flanson
and sophomoR* center C'oby Leavitt.
“They can watch him and learn
from him; he’s got great basketball
instincts, though he is not as vocal as
I’d like him to be.” Bromley said.
T he C'arlsbad native echoed
Bromley’s sentiments, saying, “I’ll put
my two cents in, but I paT'er to lead
by example. The young (frontcourt)
guys aR* pR'tty stRing-willed. You
don’t R’ally have to help them much.”

PATRICK TRAITFIELD

MUSTANd OAII Y

Despite taking a more balanced
approach this year, both coach and

Mustang women’s
field hockey club
team takes league tide
Cal Poly beat UC Santa
Barbara 4-2 in the playoffs and
UC Davis 2-1 in the title game.
Nicole Small
M U S IA N i; DAllY

The C^al Boly field hockey club
team managed to win a third
straight championship Nov. 18 in
Davis after playing a doubleheader
in which both games went into
overtime.

The Mustangs entered the playoff
game ranked third out of the five
colleges in the league.The yet-to-be
named league consists of UC' Davis,
UCi Irvine, UCi Santa Barbara and
Cihico State.
“It wasn’t our best-played season,
but we had the most amazing end.”
said team captain and club president
Brittany Follett.
The first game was the playoff
match against UC Santa Barbara.
see Field Hockey, page 10

NCAA
volleyball
tourney an
event to see
Frank Stranzl
ASSISTANT SPORTS EOITOR
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Shown last year. Cal Poly senior swingman Derek Stockalper has
averaged 11.2 points, 4.8 rebounds and 1.8 assists so far this season.
player know Stockalper is still capable
of carrv'ing the offensive load when
necessary.
“We know (Stockalper) can go for
2t) on any given night,” Bromley said
of his preseason all-conference pick.
While Stockalper doesn’t expect to
score 20 a night, he says he has no
qualms about firing away, “as long as
they are good shots.”
Stockalper did just that in an exhi
bition against Notre Dame de
Namur, tallying 20 points in just 19
minutes.
With the exception of Stockalper’s
quiet approach, both coach and play
er cite defense — speed in particular
— as one of Stockalper’s few weak
nesses on the hardwood.
“I have to get quicker,” Stockalper
said.
Bromley is quick to point out
Stockalper’s strengths as a player,
describing Stockalper as a “very
stR>ng passer, shooter and excellent

offensive rebounder.”

Stockalper said his goal for this sea
son is to win the Big West tourney
and move on to the NCAA
Tournament.
“The easiest way to (win confer
ence) is to do well in league, we
know what we have to do,”
Stockalper s,iid.
For now, the team is plugging away
at its nonconference schedule.
The Mustangs, who are 2-0 against
West C'oast C'onference teams, wrap
up a tliR'e-game home stand against
Division III CXcidental CxiIIege of
L(is Angeles (2-3) at 7 tonight in
Mott C?ym.
Stockalper is averaging 11.2 points,
4.8 R'bounds, 1.8 assists, is shooting
.522 fRim the field and has turned the
ball over only seven times. He is one
o f throe players on the Musungs —
along with junior shinning guaRl
Dawin W hiten (14.4) and Vance
(10.4) — to av’erage double figuR*s.

Shotwell takes top Great W est
defensive award; 10 other
Poly football players honored
Cal Poly’s Buck Buchanan
Award candidate had 122 tackles
and seven sacks this season.
M USTANi; OAIIY STAR kF,l*ORT

Cial Poly senior middle line
backer Kyle Shotwell was named
Cireat West Football C'onference
Player of the Year on Tuesday.
Shotwell was voted for the award
by coaches in the conference. He
was joined on the all-conference
teams by 10 teammates.
The first-team offense includes

re all kills created equal? If
you’ve seen Cal Poly out
side
hitter
Kylie
Atherstone play, the answer is obvi
ous.
It all starts as an opposing player
tries to smash the ball past the Cial
Poly volleyball team’s defense. Then
libeR) Kristin Jackson will effortless
ly dig the ball to the front line where
setter C^helsea Hayes places a perfect
pass into the air on the left side of the
net.
Atherstone takes a step and leaps
into the air, her left arm cocked
behind her. She holds the pose for a
moment, her body seemingly sus
pended in the air like a character in
a fight scene of some Jet Li flick.
Then everything speeds up — her
left arm powers forward in the blink
of an eye and, before she lands on the
gR>und, a collective,“Ohhh,” bellows
from the crowd.
The “Ohhh” comes as an oppos
ing player couldn’t roact in time and
gets pounded by Atherstone’s ball, a
cruise missile right on target.
Last week Atherstone became the
first sophomore in the Big West
C'.onferonce to earn Player of the
Year honors since Long Beach State’s
Misty May won her first of throe in
— the same Misty May who
won a beach volleyball gold medal at
the 2004 Olympics.
To add to the super-sophomore’s
season feats, Atherstone made a
cameo appearance in Sports
Illustrated under the “Scorecard”
section Nov. 20. Not too bad for a
player with tu o years of eligibility to

Cial Poly sophomores Kamses
Barden (wide receiver), Stephen
Field (center) and James Noble
(tailback).
The first-team defense features
seniors Shotwell, C'.hris White
(nose tackle), Ciourtney Brown
(cornerback) and Kenny CJiicoine
(free safety).
C'al Poly’s second-team selec
tions were seniors Josh Mayfield
(quick tackle), Randy Samuel
(strong
safety) and
Nick
Cioromelas (kicker/punter).

If you asked Atherstone what the
individual accolades mean to her, she
would certainly downplay the signif
icance, because .ill she’s thinking
.ibout right now is the NCAA
Tournament.
The Mustangs drew a No. 15 seed
in the 64-team tournament — only
the top 16 teams are awarded seeds
— and will host Michigan at 8 p.m.
Frid.ay in Mott Gym.
Step back and think about that for
a second. C^alifornia Polytechnic
State University of San Luis Obispo,
the C^entral Ca>ast school with a
well-known engineering program
and a little-known athletic tradition,
will host an NCAA Division I
see Frankly, page 11

